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CLOSING FUTURES 

7.19.17 

CU7 $3.8250 + $0.0550 

CZ7 $3.9625 + $0.0550 

CN8 $4.1700 + $0.0550 

CZ8 $4.2125 + $0.0550 

   

SQ7 $9.9975 + $0.1025 

SX7 $10.1250 + $0.1075 

SN8 $10.3200 + $0.0975 

SX8 $10.0300 + $0.0900 

Market Snapshot: 

Markets are chasing daily weather forecasts.  Tuesday started strong buy faded as mid-day weather runs showed more rain in 

stressed growing regions.  Tuesday night models took some of the rain chances out so markets worked mildly higher again 

today.  Minnesota corn conditions dropped slightly again this week, but in line with market expectations nationally.  Bean 

conditions were slightly lower as well, but since beans are made in August, the market pays slightly less attention to bean 

conditions in July.  Locally, as more and more corn pushes tassels out, we await a general widespread rain to help the entire 

territory.  The spotty rains over the area this week have done little to ease the concerns of locals.  Today’s radar looks 

promising, but seeing is believing.   

On the cash front, the stronger dollar takes us further out of the export market.  Ethanol plants seem to be getting their fill of 

spot corn and unwilling to push bids, but also not feeling the need to weaken basis further either.  The bean market has 

started to show some signs of life along with the board working higher.  River bids improved for the second day in a row.  

Processing plants joined the fun today, firming nearby bids, yet still showing significant carry to September.   

Consider this…  As the calendar continues to move closer to October and another harvest, logistics will start to play 

a bigger role in marketing decisions.  Consider locking in a cash price for the grain you plan to ship, but keep the upside open 

to participate in any rally.  This can be done using a minimum price contract where the cost of a call would be deducted from 

your cash price.  Which call to chose can vary depending on your risk appetite and overall opinion of the markets.  Many 

December 17 calls can be purchases for less and a dime, minimizing your cash price hit, but leave the upside open. 

This Material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of CHS and should be considered a solicitation.  The information contained in this presentation is taken from sources 

which we believe to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by us as to accuracy or completeness and is sent to you for information purposes only.  There is a risk of loss when trading commodity futures and options.  

CHS bases its recommendations solely on the judgment of CHS personnel. 

Check current cash bids:  http://www.chsrochester.com/grain/cash-bids/ 

Don’t keep wondering…  ASK A MERCHANDISER!  How can I take advantage of the carry in the futures market? 

A futures carry is when the nearby futures price is lower than later months.  For example, December 2017 futures are lower 

in price than July 2018 futures.  Board carries will often fluctuate, starting narrow and working wider as the crop grows.  

This means the best way to take advantage of this fluctuation is to lock in new crop HTA contracts with December futures 

(for corn) and wait for the carry to become more favorable.  As an example, given our current corn carry out scenario, it is 

reasonable to expect the carry from December 17 futures to July 18 futures to widen to $0.24 or more.  Today that carry 

stands at $0.205.  So a producer could lock in December 17 futures today at $4.00, wait for the carry to widen and roll to 

July 18 at $0.24 netting a $4.24 July 18 HTA, before any fees.  Keep in mind basis still needs to be set.  The objective is to 

allow the basis to improve post-harvest making the net cash price more attractive than selling right out of the field.   

CALENDAR: 

7/20: Export Sales 

7/24:  Export Inspections 

 NOPA Crush 

 Crop Progress 

8/10: Crop Production 

 USDA Supply & Demand 
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